PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK NO KAWAH 2-A
NEAR KAWAH, TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by bifurcation of Limestone block namely Limestone
Kawah 2, which is getting vacant on 10-06-2017
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years
2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years
3) Proposed base price for five years
Sr. No.
1

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block and

= Rs.54,10,000/=2.59*54,10,000=Rs1,40,11,900
=Rs1,40,11,900/2=Rs70,05,950/Weightage assigned of
Base Price (%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

4

2,80,238/-

4

2,80,238/-

assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block
.

3

Availability of access road to the block

4

2,80,238/-

4

Accessibility to the market and consumption of

4

2,80,238/-

4

2,80,238/-

the mineral in the block
5

Future potential for excavation from the block;
and

10,50,893/-

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks or Developed Pits = 5% Base
Price
zones relevant for determining the reserved price
Crusher Plant(1)= 5% base
like availability of approach path, electricity, price
Electricity= 5% Base Price
Crushing Plants, developed pits etc

7

Location of surrounding blocks and their impact Ten Limestone Blocks are NIL
on the reserve price of this block

granted for a period of ten
years in the vicinity with
bids ranging Rs.15,00,000/to Rs.64,00,000/Impact:- All blocks are
granted at lower bids as
compared to proposed
reserve price for this block,
therefore no adverse effect
of nearby blocks will be on
this block.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.24,52,083/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 70,05,950/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base price per
five years.

Rs.94,58,033/-

Say Rs. 94,60,000/Total contributing factors of Rs.24,52,083/‐ have been applied on the block due to the reason that the block has
mostly developed in the previous ten years, in terms of way of approach, availability of electricity and quarrying pits.
Moreover one crushing plants is already installed in proposed revised block.It would be necessary to mention here
that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive
royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK NO KAWAH 2-B
NEAR KAWAH, TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by bifurcation of Limestone block namely Limestone
Kawah 2 which is getting vacant on 10-06-2017
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years
2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years
3) Proposed base price for five years
Sr. No.
1

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block and

= Rs.54,10,000/=2.59*54,10,000=Rs1,40,11,900
=Rs1,40,11,900/2=Rs70,05,950/Weightage assigned of
Base Price (%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

3

2,10,178/-

3

2,10,178/-

assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block
.

3

Availability of access road to the block

4

2,80,238/-

4

Accessibility to the market and consumption of

0

‐‐‐‐‐‐

2

140,119/-

the mineral in the block
5

Future potential for excavation from the block;
and

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks or Developed Pits = Nil
Crusher Plant(0)
zones relevant for determining the reserved price
Electricity= Nil
like availability of approach path, electricity,

NIL

Crushing Plants, developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their impact Ten Limestone Blocks are NIL
on the reserve price of this block

granted for a period of ten
years in the vicinity with
bids ranging Rs.15,00,000/to Rs.64,00,000/Impact:- All blocks are
granted at lower bids as
compared to proposed
reserve price for this block,
therefore no adverse effect
of nearby blocks will be on
this block.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.8,40,713/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 70,05,950/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base price per
five years.

Rs.78,46,663/-

Say Rs. 78,50,000/The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK NO KAWAH 1(REVISED)
NEAR KAWAH, TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by revision of Limestone block Kawah 1 which is getting
vacant on 10-06-2017
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years
2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years
3) Proposed base price for five years
Sr. No.
1

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block and

= Rs.43,00,000/=2.59*43,00,000/-=Rs1,11,37,000/=Rs1,11,37,000/2=Rs55,68,500/Weightage assigned of
Base Price (%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

2

1,11,370/-

2

1,11,370/-

assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block
.

3

Availability of access road to the block

2

1,11,370/-

4

Accessibility to the market and consumption of

0

‐‐‐‐‐‐

2

1,11,370/-

the mineral in the block
5

Future potential for excavation from the block;
and

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks or Developed Pits = Nil
Crusher Plant(0)
zones relevant for determining the reserved price
Electricity= Nil
like availability of approach path, electricity,

NIL

Crushing Plants, developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their impact Ten Limestone Blocks are NIL
on the reserve price of this block

granted for a period of ten
years in the vicinity with
bids ranging Rs.15,00,000/to Rs.64,00,000/Impact:- The reserve price
being proposed for this
block is in consonance with
the bid of the surrounding
blocks,
therefore
no
adverse impact will be on
surrounding blocks.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.4,45,480/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 55,68,500/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base price per
five years.

Rs.60,13,980/-

Say Rs. 60,15,000/The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

DISTRICT ATTOCK
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK NO SANJWAL 8
(REVISED), NEAR SANJWAL TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by revision of Limestone block namely Sanjwal 8 which is
getting vacant on 20.02.2017
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years

= Rs.17,56,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years
3) Proposed base price for five years

=2.59*17,56,000/-=Rs.45,48,040/=45,48,040/2=Rs22,74,020/-

Sr. No.
1

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block and

Weightage assigned of
Base Price (%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

3

68,221/-

3

68,221/-

assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block
.

3

Availability of access road to the block

3

68,221/-

4

Accessibility to the market and consumption of

0

---------

3

68,221/-

the mineral in the block
5

Future potential for excavation from the block;
and

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks or Developed Pits = NIL
Crusher Plant(0)
zones relevant for determining the reserved price
Electricity= NIL
like availability of approach path, electricity,

-----------

Crushing Plants, developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their impact Ten Limestone Blocks are 25,00,000/on the reserve price of this block

granted for a period of ten
years in the vicinity with
bids ranging Rs.15,00,000/to Rs.64,00,000/Impact:- As the market of
the granted blocks and the
block under discussion is
same therefore the reserve
price of the subject block
has
been
adjusted
accordingly.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.27,72,884/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 17,56,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base price per
five years.

Rs. 45,28,884/-

Say Rs.45,30,000/The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK NO JASSIAN 1-A NEAR
JASSIAN TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by bifurcation of Limestone block namely Jassian 1(R),
which is getting vacant on 02.04.2017
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years
2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years
3) Proposed base price for five years
Sr. No.
1

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block and

= Rs.15,00,000/=2.59*15,00,000/-=Rs.38,85,000/=Rs.38,85,000/2=Rs19,42,500
Weightage assigned of
Base Price (%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

10

1,94,250/-

10

1,94,250/-

assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block
.

3

Availability of access road to the block

10

1,94,250/-

4

Accessibility to the market and consumption of

10

1,94,250/-

10

1,94,250/-

the mineral in the block
5

Future potential for excavation from the block;
and

23,31,000/-

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks or Developed Pits = 20% Base
Price
zones relevant for determining the reserved price
Crusher Plant(1)= 50%
like availability of approach path, electricity, base price
Electricity= 50% Base
Crushing Plants, developed pits etc
Price

7

Location of surrounding blocks and their impact Ten Limestone Blocks are -----------on the reserve price of this block

granted for a period of ten
years in the vicinity with
bids ranging Rs.15,00,000/to Rs.64,00,000/Impact:- The reserve price
being proposed for this
block is in consonance with
the bid of the surrounding
blocks,
therefore
no
adverse impact will be on
surrounding blocks.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.33,02,250/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 19,42,500/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base price per
five years.

Rs.52,44,750/Say Rs. 52,45,000/-

Total contributing factors of Rs.33,02,250/‐ have been applied on the block due to the reason that the block has
mostly developed in the previous ten years, in terms of way of approach, availability of electricity and quarrying pits.
Moreover one crushing plants is already installed in proposed revised block.It would be necessary to mention here
that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive
royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK NO JASSIAN 1-B NEAR
JASSIAN TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by bifurcation of Limestone block namely Jassian 1(R),
which is getting vacant on 02.04.2017
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years
2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years
3) Proposed base price for five years
Sr. No.
1

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block and

= Rs.15,00,000/=2.59*15,00,000/-=Rs.38,85,000/=Rs.38,85,000/2=Rs19,42,500
Weightage assigned of
Base Price (%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

5

97,125/-

10

194,250/-

assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block
.

3

Availability of access road to the block

10

1,94,250/-

4

Accessibility to the market and consumption of

5

97,125/-

10

1,94,250/-

the mineral in the block
5

Future potential for excavation from the block;
and

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks or Developed Pits = NIL
Crusher Plant(0)= NIL
zones relevant for determining the reserved price
Electricity= NIL
like availability of approach path, electricity,

NIL

Crushing Plants, developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their impact Ten Limestone Blocks are -----------on the reserve price of this block

granted for a period of ten
years in the vicinity with
bids ranging Rs.15,00,000/to Rs.64,00,000/Impact:- The block in
question
in
still
undeveloped and virgin in
nature,
moreover
the
deposits in the block are
also inferior and less in
quantity
than
nearby
revised block of Jassian 1A, therefore no adverse
impact will be on the
surrounding blocks.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.7,77,000/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 19,42,500/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base price per
five years.

Rs.27,19,500/Say Rs.27,20,000/-

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK DHOK UMRA1(REVISED) NEAR DHOK UMRA TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by revision of Limestone block namely Dhok Umra-1
which is getting vacant on 02.04.2017
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years
2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years
3) Proposed base price for five years
Sr. No.
1

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block and

= Rs.19,25,000/=2.59*15,00,000/-=Rs.49,85,750/=Rs.49,85,750/2=Rs24,92,875/Weightage assigned of
Base Price (%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

2

49,857/-

2

49,857/-

assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block
.

3

Availability of access road to the block

1

24,929/-

4

Accessibility to the market and consumption of

0

--------

1

24,929/-

the mineral in the block
5

Future potential for excavation from the block;
and

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks or Developed Pits = NIL
Crusher Plant(0)= NIL
zones relevant for determining the reserved price
Electricity= NIL
like availability of approach path, electricity,

NIL

Crushing Plants, developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their impact Ten Limestone Blocks are -----------on the reserve price of this block

granted for a period of ten
years in the vicinity with
bids ranging Rs.15,00,000/to Rs.64,00,000/Impact:- The block in
question
in
still
undeveloped and virgin in
nature,
moreover
the
deposits in the block are
also inferior and less in
quantity
than
nearby
blocks,
moreover
the
position of the block is also
at the end after passing
through
Jassian
1-A,
Jassian 1-B, therefore no

adverse impact will be on
the surrounding blocks.
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.1,49,572/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 24,92,875/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base price per
five years.

Rs.26,42,447/Say Rs.26,45,000/-

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK PIND TRER 1-D
(REVISED) NEAR PIND TRER TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by revision of Limestone block namely Pind Trer 1-D
1) Proposed reserve price for five years

=Rs.51,50,000/-**

**Previously Limestone block of Pind Trer 1‐D over an area of 60.00 acres was prepared and fabricated by revising
old cancelled block of Pind Trer and reserve price of Rs. 51,50,000/‐ was fixed by the cabinet committee for the
block. The said approved block was put in three rounds of open auctions dated 28.11.2016, 09.12.2016 and
19.12.2016 however it remained no bids in the said auctions due to non interest of the bidders. The area of the
above said block was re‐visited by Field Office Attock and it was seen/observed that the limestone block earlier
prepared was not technically feasible for the scientific limestone mining giving due regards to position of nearby
population and topography of the area. In view of above mentioned situation, the block have been accordingly
revised over an area of 67.148 acres. It would be necessary to add here that the above mentioned revision of
Limestone block Pind Trer1‐D has not changed its worth and it is proposed that the reserve price of subject block
may be kept same as per previously approved by cabinet committee of Mines & Minerals Department.

PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK BATHU-1 (REVISED)
NEAR BATHU TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by revision of Limestone block namely Bathu-1
2) Proposed reserve price for five years

=Rs.25,20,000/-**

**Previously Limestone block of Bathu‐1 over an area of 59.917 acres was prepared and fabricated by revising old
expired block of Bathu and reserve price of Rs. 25,20,000/‐ was fixed by the cabinet committee for the block. The
said approved block was put in three rounds of open auctions dated 28.11.2016, 09.12.2016 and 19.12.2016
however it remained no bids in the said auctions due to non interest of the bidders. The area of the above said block
was re‐visited by Field Office Attock and it was seen/observed that the limestone block earlier prepared was not
technically feasible for the scientific limestone mining giving due regards to position of nearby population and
topography of the area. In view of above mentioned situation, the block have been accordingly revised over an area
of 63.636 acres. It would be necessary to add here that the above mentioned revision of Limestone block Bathu has
not changed its worth and it is proposed that the reserve price of subject block may be kept same as per previously
approved by cabinet committee of Mines & Minerals Department.

LIMESTONE KAWAH BLOCK NO 2-A TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone Formation. The
limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The stratigraphy of the area
transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal Formation are present and lying under the
thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this nodular limestone is massively bedded with small
intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments,
which are inclined naturally with weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Kawah Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
60.640 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 15.5 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village and from thereon the block is located at a distance of 1.5 Km

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of clayey material
present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Kawah Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
60.640 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 15.5 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village and from thereon the block is located at a distance of 1.5 Km

d)
Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:
The main market of Limestone crush from the block is Attock City and surrounding areas
e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available in the block,
and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
f)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

Total contributing factors of Rs.24,52,083/‐ have been applied on the block due to the reason that the block has
mostly developed in the previous ten years, in terms of way of approach, availability of electricity and quarrying pits.
Moreover one crushing plants is already installed in proposed revised block.It would be necessary to mention here
that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive
royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

LIMESTONE KAWAH BLOCK NO 2-B TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone Formation. The
limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The stratigraphy of the area
transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal Formation are present and lying under the
thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this nodular limestone is massively bedded with small
intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments,
which are inclined naturally with weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Kawah Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
69.421 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 16.3 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village and from thereon the block is located at a distance of 2.3 Km

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of clayey material
present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Kawah Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
69.421 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 16.3 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village and from thereon the block is located at a distance of 2.3 Km

d)
Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:
The main market of Limestone from the block is Attock City and surrounding areas
e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available in the block,
and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
f)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

LIMESTONE KAWAH BLOCK NO 1(REVISED) TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone Formation. The
limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The stratigraphy of the area
transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal Formation are present and lying under the
thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this nodular limestone is massively bedded with small
intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments,
which are inclined naturally with weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Kawah Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
69.834 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 18 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village and from thereon the block is located at a distance of 4 Km

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of clayey material
present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Kawah Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
69.834 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 18 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village and from thereon the block is located at a distance of 4 Km

d)
Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:
The main market of Limestone from the block is Attock City and surrounding areas
e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available in the block,
and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
f)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

LIMESTONE KAWAH BLOCK NO 1(REVISED) TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone Formation. The
limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The stratigraphy of the area
transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal Formation are present and lying under the
thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this nodular limestone is massively bedded with small
intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments,
which are inclined naturally with weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Kawah Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
69.834 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 18 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village and from thereon the block is located at a distance of 4 Km

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of clayey material
present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Kawah Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
69.834 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 18 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village and from thereon the block is located at a distance of 4 Km

d)
Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:
The main market of Limestone from the block is Attock City and surrounding areas
e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available in the block,
and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
f)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

LIMESTONE SANJWAL BLOCK NO 8(REVISED) TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone Formation. The
limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The stratigraphy of the area
transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal Formation are present and lying under the
thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this nodular limestone is massively bedded with small
intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments,
which are inclined naturally with weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Sanjwal Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
63.016 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 14 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village.

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of clayey material
present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Sanjwal Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
63.016 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 14 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village.

d)
Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:
The main market of Limestone from the block is Attock City and surrounding areas
e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available in the block,
and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
f)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

LIMESTONE JASSIAN BLOCK NO 1-A TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone Formation. The
limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The stratigraphy of the area
transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal Formation are present and lying under the
thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this nodular limestone is massively bedded with small
intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments,
which are inclined naturally with weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Jassian, Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
54.235 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/6. The block is located at a distance of 3.5 Km from Attock City having
bifurcation of 3 Km form Attock City towards Village Jassian and further 0.5 Kilometeres towards the block.

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of clayey material
present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Jassian, Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
54.235 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/6. The block is located at a distance of 3.5 Km from Attock City having
bifurcation of 3 Km form Attock City towards Village Jassian and further 0.5 Kilometeres towards the block.

d)
Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:
The main market of Limestone from the block is Attock City and surrounding areas
e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available in the block,
and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
f)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

Total contributing factors of Rs.33,02,250/‐ have been applied on the block due to the reason that the block has
mostly developed in the previous ten years, in terms of way of approach, availability of electricity and quarrying pits.
Moreover one crushing plants is already installed in proposed revised block.It would be necessary to mention here
that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive
royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

LIMESTONE JASSIAN BLOCK NO 1-B TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone Formation. The
limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The stratigraphy of the area
transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal Formation are present and lying under the
thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this nodular limestone is massively bedded with small
intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments,
which are inclined naturally with weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Jassian, Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
62.293 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/6. The block is located at a distance of 3.8 Km from Attock City having
bifurcation of 3 Km form Attock City towards Village Jassian and further 0.8 Kilometeres towards the block.

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of clayey material
present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Jassian, Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
62.293 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/6. The block is located at a distance of 3.8 Km from Attock City having
bifurcation of 3 Km form Attock City towards Village Jassian and further 0.8 Kilometeres towards the block.

d)
Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:
The main market of Limestone from the block is Attock City and surrounding areas
e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available in the block,
and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
f)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

LIMESTONE DHOK UMRA BLOCK NO 1 (REVISED) TEHSIL & DISTRICT
ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone Formation. The
limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The stratigraphy of the area
transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal Formation are present and lying under the
thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this nodular limestone is massively bedded with small
intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments,
which are inclined naturally with weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Jassian, Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
67.148 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/6. The block is located at a distance of 3.9 Km from Attock City having
bifurcation of 3 Km form Attock City towards Village Jassian and further 0.9 Kilometeres towards the block.

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of clayey material
present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Jassian, Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
67.148 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/6. The block is located at a distance of 3.9 Km from Attock City having
bifurcation of 3 Km form Attock City towards Village Jassian and further 0.9 Kilometeres towards the
blockAccessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:

The main market of Limestone from the block is Attock City and surrounding areas
d) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available in the block,
and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
e)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention here that apart from the bid money that
will be received from auction of this block, the Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time)
on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

LIMESTONE PIND TRER BLOCK NO 1-D(REVISED) TEHSIL HASSAN ABDAL
DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone Formation. The
limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The stratigraphy of the area
transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal Formation are present and lying under the
thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this nodular limestone is massively bedded with small
intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments,
which are inclined naturally with weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Trer Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
67.148 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 17.5 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village and from thereon the block is located at a distance of 3.5 Km towards Pind Trer

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of clayey material
present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Trer Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block over on area of
67.148 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 17.5 Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar
Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4
Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village and from thereon the block is located at a distance of 3.5 Km towards Pind Trer

d)

Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive.

a)

Future potential for excavation from the block:

As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available in the block,
and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
b)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive

LIMESTONE BATHU BLOCK NO 1 REVISED TEHSIL HASSAN ABDAL
DISTRICT ATTOCK
e) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone Formation. The
limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The stratigraphy of the area
transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal Formation are present and lying under the
thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this nodular limestone is massively bedded with small
intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments,
which are inclined naturally with weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Bathu Tehsil Fatehjang District Attock. The subject block over on
area of 63 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The block is located at a distance of 3.2 Km from Attock Bahtar at
Doordad Chowk

f)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are of medium quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of clayey material present
in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation and clayey materials

g)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Bathu Tehsil Fatehjang District Attock. The subject block over on
area of 63 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The block is located at a distance of 3.2 Km from Attock Bahtar at
Doordad Chowk

h)

Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive.

c)

Future potential for excavation from the block:

Limited to local villages and surrounding areas
d)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to the block, nor
any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will have to make considerable
investment to make the area productive.

DISTRICT CHAKWAL
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK CHAK MISRI-3
(REVISED)________________________________________________________
1) Last operative bid of the block

= Rs.8,00,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years

= 2.59* x (8,00,000/-) =Rs.20,72,000/-

3) Proposed base price for five years

= 20,72,000/2= Rs.10,36,000/-

Sr. No.
I

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block

Weightage assigned
(%)

10

Calculated amount
(Rs:)
1,03,600/-

and assessment of mineral in the block
II

Quality of the mineral in the block

10

1,03,600/

III

Availability of access road to the block

10

1,03,600/

IV

Accessibility to the market and

10

1,03,600/

10

1,03,600/

100

10,36,000/-

consumption of the mineral in the block
V

Future potential for excavation from the
block.

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of approach
path, electricity, Crushing Plants,
developed pits etc

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

15,54,000/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

10,36,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

25,90,000/Say

26,00,000/-

* 2.59 is the empirical factor for 10 years compounding inflation rate.

(RASHID MAHMOOD)
Assistant Director Mines & Minerals
Chakwal

DISTRICT CHAKWAL
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK MUNARAH-10
(REVISED)________________________________________________________
1) Last operative bid of the block

= Rs.10,00,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years

= 2.59* x (10,00,000/-) =Rs.25,90,000/-

3) Proposed base price for five years

= 25,90,000/2= Rs.12,95,000/-

Sr. No.
I

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block

Weightage assigned
(%)

10

Calculated amount
(Rs:)
1,29,500/-

and assessment of mineral in the block
II

Quality of the mineral in the block

10

1,29,500/

III

Availability of access road to the block

10

1,29,500/

IV

Accessibility to the market and

10

1,29,500/

10

1,29,500/

25

3,23,750/-

consumption of the mineral in the block
V

Future potential for excavation from the
block.

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of approach
path, electricity, Crushing Plants,
developed pits etc

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

9,71,250/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

12,95,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

22,66,250/Say

23,00,000/-

* 2.59 is the empirical factor for 10 years compounding inflation rate.

(RASHID MAHMOOD)
Assistant Director Mines & Minerals
Chakwal

DISTRICT CHAKWAL
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK CHAK
RATUCHA-6 (REVISED)____________________________________________
1) Last operative bid of the block

= Rs.10,31,600/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years

= 2.59* x (10,31,600/-) =Rs.26,71,844/-

3) Proposed base price for five years

= 26,71,844/2= Rs.13,35,922/-

Sr. No.
I

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block

Weightage assigned
(%)

10

Calculated amount
(Rs:)
1,33,592/-

and assessment of mineral in the block
II

Quality of the mineral in the block

10

1,33,592/

III

Availability of access road to the block

10

1,33,592/

IV

Accessibility to the market and

10

1,33,592/

10

1,33,592/

50

6,67,961/-

consumption of the mineral in the block
V

Future potential for excavation from the
block.

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of approach
path, electricity, Crushing Plants,
developed pits etc

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

13,35,921/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

13,35,922/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

26,71,843/Say

27,00,000/-

* 2.59 is the empirical factor for 10 years compounding inflation rate.

(RASHID MAHMOOD)
Assistant Director Mines & Minerals
Chakwal

Profile of Mining Concession for Estimation of Reserved Price.
LIME STONE BLOCK CHAK MISRI-3 ( Revised) DISTRICT CHAKWAL
a)

Geological Survey, Location and Assessment of Mineral in the block:
The limestone Chak Misri-3 (Revised) block over an area 74.38 acres comprising over the
Choregali formation. The limestone is easier for excavation even without any machinery.
However, good production can be achieved through excavator and blasting. Below Choregali
formation, there are thick beds of limestone of Sakeser and Nammal Formation upto 100 m in
depth.

b) Quality of Mineral in the block:
The quality of Limestone in the area is medium to good. Limestone from this block is mainly
used for foundation of houses and also used in crushing plant for building material, lime kiln and
to some extent for base of metalled roads.
c) Availability of Access Road to the block:
The block is located about 2 Kms away from village Chak Misri and connected through katcha
path with metalled road of Sardhi. This road is about 4.0 Kms away from Kallar Kahar main
metalled road.
d) Accessibility to the Market and Consumption of the Mineral in the block:
At present demand of Limestone is meant for locals in District Chakwal. It is used in shape of
boulders in the basement of under-construction houses and also used in crushing plant for
material of building and roads.
e) Average Excavated Quantity of Mineral from the Block During Last 5 years:
An average excavation of limestone during last five years is need base. The Ex-lessee reported
excavated quantity of limestone as Nil during leased period from 2008 to 2016.
f) Previous Bidding History of the block:
Attached as Annex-A.
g) Future Potential for Excavation from the block:
Since nominal excavation of Limestone is used in the foundation of houses and also it is used in
crushing plant for material of building and roads. The potential can be + 10 % of present market.
h) Any Unique Factor at the Site of block Relevant for Determining Reserved Price:

The access to block is comparatively good and limestone can easily be excavated.
Medium to good quality of limestone is present in block area and it remained operative
for supply of crush/local demand. It has good future potential. Hence, 100% of base price
is added as unique factors on basis of better access while calculation of reserve price of
this block

Profile of Mining Concession for Estimation of Reserved Price.
LIME STONE BLOCK MUNARAH-10 (Revised) DISTRICT CHAKWAL
a)

Geological Survey, Location and Assessment of Mineral in the block:
The limestone Munarah-10 (Revised) block over an area of 87.11 acres is carved out over Chor
Gali and Sakeser limestone. The limestone deposits are very good for crushing plants and for
basement in shape of limestone boulders. At some places, the deposits are covered with clays and
sandstone of Siwalik group. The thickness and quality of limestone deposits is medium to good.
This block is situated near Kallar Kahar-Khushab road and further Katcha track connects with
Vasnal to reach block area.

b)

Quality of Mineral in the block:
The quality of limestone deposits is medium to good. Limestone from this block is mainly used
for foundation of houses and also used in crushing plant for material of building material, lime
kiln and to some extent for base of metalled road.

c)

Availability of Access Road to the block:
The block is located at about 0.5 Kms away from village Munarah Tehsil Kallar Kahar District
Chakwal. The block is situated about 1 Km away from Kallar Kahar-Khushab road.

d)

Accessibility to the Market and Consumption of the Mineral in the block:
At present demand of Limestone is meant for locals in District Chakwal and in adjoining areas of
Khushab. It is used in crushing plant for preparation of building material (Crush) for roads and in
basement of under-construction houses.

e)

Average Excavated Quantity of Mineral from the Block During Last 5 years:
An average excavation of limestone during last five years is need base. The exact excavated
quantum of limestone from this block is difficult to assess. However Ex-lessee reported excavated
quantity of limestone as 10,466 tons during previous valid leased period from 2008 to 2016.

f)

Previous Bidding History of the block:
Attached as Annex-A.

g)

Future Potential for Excavation from the block:
Since nominal excavation of Limestone is used in the foundation of houses and it also used in
crushing plant for material of building material (Crush) for roads. The potential can be + 10 % of
present market.

h)

Any Unique Factor at the Site of block Relevant for Determining Reserved Price:
On the basis of nearby crushers installed and accessibility 25% of base price is being added up
while calculating reserve price.

Profile of Mining Concession for Estimation of Reserved Price.
LIME STONE BLOCK RATUCHA-6 ( Revised) DISTRICT CHAKWAL
a)

Geological Survey, Location and Assessment of Mineral in the block:
The limestone block Ratucha-6 (Revised) over an area of 77.95 acres is comprised over Sakeser
Limestone of Eocene age. Another Formation i.e. Nammal formation lies beneath which also
contain thick bed of limestone upto 60 m. The quality of limestone in this area is medium to
good and used for lime preparation through kiln. This block is situated near village Ratucha and
connected with main Choa Saiden Shah-Khewra road.

b) Quality of Mineral in the block:
The quality of limestone in this area is medium to good and used for lime preparation through
kiln. Limestone from this block is mainly used for foundation of under-construction houses and
also used in crushing plant for building material (Crush) and to some extent for base of metalled
road.
c) Availability of Access Road to the block:
The block is located about 1.5 Kms away from village Ratucha which is on Choa Saiden ShahKhewra road. The mode of transportation of limestone is through Tractor Trollies.
d) Accessibility to the Market and Consumption of the Mineral in the block:
At present demand of Limestone is meant for locals in District Chakwal in shape of boulders as
construction material and for lime kilns. At present market is low. The limestone is also used in
crushing plant for preparation of crush.
e) Average Excavated Quantity of Mineral from the Block During Last 5 years:
An average excavation of limestone during last five years is need base. The exact excavated
quantum of limestone from this block can not be assessed, however ex-lessee reported excavated
quantity of limestone as 7437 tons during valid lease period from 2008 to 2016.
f) Previous Bidding History of the block:
Attached as Annex-A.
g) Future Potential for Excavation from the block:
Future potential can be + 10 % of present market.
h) Any Unique Factor at the Site of block Relevant for Determining Reserved Price:

The access to block is comparatively good and limestone can easily be transported.
Further already crusher in area is installed and operative. Therefore, 25% of base price is
added as unique factor.

History of Limestone block Chak Misri-3 (Revised)
Date of Tender
01.08.2006

Bid Money
Rs. 8,00,000/-

Remarks
Previously this block over an area of 106.92 acres was
first time granted in a tender against bid of Rs. 8,00,000/w.e.f 03.04.2007 for ten years. The lease period will be
expired on 02.04.2017 and possession will be taken over
after expiry and receipt of cancellation letter from
headquarter office. This block is now revised and
reduced upto 74.38 acres as per Govt./Departmental
prevailing Policy.

History of Limestone block Munarah-10 (Revised)
Date of Tender
31.08.2006

Bid Money
Remarks
Rs. 10,00,000/- Previously this block over an area of 466.425 acres was
first time granted in a tender against bid of Rs. 10,00,000/w.e.f 11.01.2007 for a period of ten years. The lease
period expired on 10.01.2017 and possession was taken
over on 19.01.2017. Now this block is revised and
reduced in acreage of 87.11 as per Govt/Departmental
prevailing Policy.

History of Limestone block Ratucha-6 (Revised)
Date of Tender
01.08.2006

Bid Money
Rs. 10,31,600/-

Remarks
Previously this block over an area of 194.73 acres was
granted in a tender against bid of Rs. 10,31,600/- w.e.f
11.05.2007 for ten years. The block will be expired on
10.05.2017 and possession will be taken over after expiry
and receipt of cancellation letter from headquarter office.
Now this block is revised and reduced in acreage of 77.95
as per Govt/Departmental prevailing Policy.

DISTRICT JHELUM
PROPOSED RESERVED PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK
DHANGRI-3
1) Last operative bid money or bid of nearest granted block.

= Rs.2,00,000/-

(valid upto 13.03.2010 to 12.03.2017)
2) Bid price after 10 % inflation factor over a period of 10 years= Rs:2.59*2,00,000 =5,18,000/(*2.59 is the empirical factor for 10 years compounding inflation rate.)
3) Proposed base price for 5 years.
Sr.
No.
1

Major Factor

=Rs:2,59,000/Maximum
Weightage (%)

Geological survey, location of the block and

Weightage assigned (%)

Calculated
amount (Rs:)

25

64,750/-

assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block.

25

64,750/-

3

Availability of access road to the block

25

64,750/-

4

Accessibility to the market and consumption of

8

20,720/-

10

25,900/-

Developed Pit and truck
able road is available, but
no crusher is installed near
the site and electricity
connection is available at
the distance of two
kilometer away from the
developed pit near Dhangri
Village.

1,00,000/

the mineral in the block.
5

Future potential for excavation from the block.

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks or
zones relevant for determining the reserved price
like availability of approach path, electricity,
Crushing Plants, developed pits etc

Upto 100% of
base price

+(As per
requirement)

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.3,40,870/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 2,59,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

Rs.5,99,870/Say

Rs.6,00,000/‐

Assistant Director (Mines & Minerals),
Jhelum
DECISION
The Special Expert Committee considered the above reserve price proposed by the field office Jhelum and is
agreed to estimate the reserve price of Rs.6,00,000/- for Limestone Dhangri-3.

PROFILE OF Lime stone block (Dhangri-3) district Jhelum.
a)

Geological Survey, Location and Assessment of Mineral in the Block:

The geologically study of the area suggests that Namal /Seakasar formation are the
limestone bearing formation in the area. The seam of the lime stone in this block is 35
to 40 ft. The limestone is exposed at many places. Lime stone is present to lower part
of the sakesar lime stone. The block is situated near Dhangri village, Topographical
Survey sheet.No43-H/5, Dhangri village on scale of 1/50000 between 57000 to 59000
Easting and 60000 to 63000 Northing. The area is located 30 K.M away from main
metaled road

Jhelum to pind Dadan khan road near Dhangri village. The area

contains proved deposits of limestone. The estimated reserves can be probably
millions of tons. Lime stone shall be excavated by open quarry method.
b)

Quality of Mineral in the Block:
Medium quality of limestone deposits are present in the block.

c)

Availability of Access Road to the Block:
Access to block is available from main metaled road Jhelum to Pind Dadan khan road

near Dhagri village that leads to area after travelling a distance of 1.5 K.M truck able
road.
d)

Accessibility to the Market and Consumption of the Mineral in the Block:
The consumption market of block is village Dhangri and surroundings chaks.

e)

Average Excavated Quantity of Mineral from the Block During Last 5 years:

f)

An average excavation of limestone is need base, the exact excavated quantity of
limestone from this blocks is difficult to assess, however, ex-lessee reported
excavated quantity of limestone as 3685 tons during past 5 years during the validity
period.
Previous Bidding History of the Block:
Previously this block was granted for 10 years against a bid of Rs.2,00000/ w.e.f 13.3.10 to
12.3.2017

g)

Future Potential for Excavation from the Block:
No new project is being launched in vicinity in near future, therefore limestone excavation
potential can be estimated + 10 % of the present potential.

h)

Any Unique Factor at the Site of Block Relevant for Determining Reserved Price:
Nil.

PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF AGGREGATE LIMESTONE
BLOCKS PERTAINING TO DISTRICT MIANWALI:
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF AGGREGATE LIMESTONE BLOCK
ML-MLI-AGGREGATE LIMESTONE-1 SITUATED NEAR THATHI,
DISTRICT MIANWALI:
1) Last approved bid money or bid of nearest granted block

= N/A (NEW BLOCK)

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years =N/A
3) Proposed base price for five years
=Rs. 6,00,000/Sr. No.

Major Factor

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount (Rs)

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

10%

60,000/-

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

10%

60,000/-

10%

60,000/-

IV

Accessibility to the market and
consumption of the mineral in the block

20%

1,20,000/-

V

Future potential for excavation from the
block;

30%

1,80,000/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of approach
path, electricity, Crushing Plants,
developed pits etc

120%

7,20,000/-

200%

12,00,000/-

III

Total of contributing factors (per five years)
Proposed base price (per five years)

6,00,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base price per five years.

18,00,000/-

Note:
Currently there is no block of aggregate limestone granted under the territorial jurisdiction
of District Mianwali. However in view of the future expected consumption of aggregate
limestone in the ongoing project of CPEC, three blocks of aggregate limestone are carved out
at different locations to meet the expected demand in the construction of dual carriage way
road under CPEC project. The base price is taken as Rs.6,00,000/- keeping in view the current
demand of aggregate limestone and a unique factor of 120% is applied in view of the
expected demand of aggregate limestone for CPEC project.

PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF AGGREGATE LIMESTONE BLOCK
ML-MLI-AGGREGATE LIMESTONE-2 SITUATED NEAR MITHA
KHATTAK, DISTRICT MIANWALI:
1) Last approved bid money or bid of nearest granted block

= N/A (NEW BLOCK)

1) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years =N/A
2) Proposed base price for five years
=Rs. 5,00,000/Sr. No.

Major Factor

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount (Rs)

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

10%

50,000/-

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

10%

50,000/-

10%

50,000/-

IV

Accessibility to the market and
consumption of the mineral in the block

20%

1,00,000/-

V

Future potential for excavation from the
block;

30%

1,50,000/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of approach
path, electricity, Crushing Plants,
developed pits etc

100%

5,00,000/-

180%

9,00,000/-

III

Total of contributing factors (per five years)
Proposed base price (per five years)

5,00,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base price per five years.

14,00,000/-

Note:
Currently there is no block of aggregate limestone granted under the territorial jurisdiction of
District Mianwali. However in view of the future expected consumption of aggregate
limestone in the ongoing project of CPEC, three blocks of aggregate limestone are carved out
at different locations to meet the expected demand in the construction of dual carriage way
road under CPEC project. The base price is taken as Rs.5,00,000/- keeping in view the
current demand of aggregate limestone and a unique factor of 100% is applied in view of the
expected demand of aggregate limestone for CPEC project.

PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF AGGREGATE LIMESTONE BLOCK
ML-MLI-AGGREGATE LIMESTONE-3 SITUATED NEAR JABA
NALA, DISTRICT MIANWALI:
1) Last approved bid money or bid of nearest granted block

= N/A (NEW BLOCK)

1) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years =N/A
2) Proposed base price for five years
=Rs. 6,00,000/Sr. No.

Major Factor

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount (Rs)

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

10%

60,000/-

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

10%

60,000/-

10%

60,000/-

IV

Accessibility to the market and
consumption of the mineral in the block

20%

1,20,000/-

V

Future potential for excavation from the
block;

30%

1,80,000/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of approach
path, electricity, Crushing Plants,
developed pits etc

120%

7,20,000/-

200%

12,00,000/-

III

Total of contributing factors (per five years)
Proposed base price (per five years)

6,00,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base price per five years.

18,00,000/-

Note:
Currently there is no block of aggregate limestone granted under the territorial jurisdiction of
District Mianwali. However in view of the future expected consumption of aggregate
limestone in the ongoing project of CPEC, three blocks of aggregate limestone are carved out
at different locations to meet the expected demand in the construction of dual carriage way
road under CPEC project. The base price is taken as Rs.6,00,000/- keeping in view the current
demand of aggregate limestone and a unique factor of 120% is applied in view of the
expected demand of aggregate limestone for CPEC project.

PROFILE OF AGGREGATE LIMESTONE BLOCK NO.(1) SITUATED
NEAR THATHI, DISTRICT MIANWALI:
a)

Geological Survey, Location of the zone and assessment of mineral in
the block:
The said block falls on Topo Sheet No. 38-P/9 of Survey of Pakistan over an area of
100.00 acres at a distance of about 4 km East of Mianwali-Banu road and is approachable
through 3km local metalled road and 1km katcha road connected with Mianwali-Banu
road. The block is carved out in the foothills containing eroded loose material mainly
limestone boulders and conglomerates of different origins.

b)

Quality of the Minerals in the block:
Boulders and conglomerates of different quality of limestone are present in loose form.

c)

Availability of access Road to the block:
The said block is accessible through about 3km metalled road and 1km katcha road
connected with Mianwali-Banu road near Thathi Village..

d)

Accessibility to the Market and consumption of the mineral in the
block:
Mostly used as sub base filling material in road construction.

e)

Average excavated quantity of mineral from the block during last 5 years:
Nil.

f)

Future Potential for excavation from the block:
The proposed route of CPEC is supposed to pass near the said block which is expected to
have a positive impact on the demand of the mineral from the said block.

g)

Any unique factor at site of the zone relevant for determining reserved
price:
120% of the base price is being added in the reserve price of the block on the basis of
future expected consumption of aggregate limestone in the dual carriage way road under
the CPEC projects.

PROFILE OF AGGREGATE LIMESTONE BLOCK NO.(2) SITUATED
NEAR MITHA KHATTAK, DISTRICT MIANWALI:
a)

Geological Survey, Location of the zone and assessment of mineral in
the block:
The said block falls on Topo Sheet No. 38-P/1 of Survey of Pakistan over an area of
99.17 acres at a distance of about 20 km from Kamar Mushani and is approachable
through local metalled road connected with Mianwali-Esa khel road. The block is carved
out in the foothills containing eroded loose material mainly limestone boulders and
conglomerates of different origins.

b)

Quality of the Minerals in the block:
Boulders and conglomerates of different quality of limestone are present in loose form.

c)

Availability of access Road to the block:
The said block is accessible through about 20km local metalled road linked with main
Mianwali-Esa khel road.

d)

Accessibility to the Market and consumption of the mineral in the
block:
Mostly used as sub base filling material in road construction.

e)

Average excavated quantity of mineral from the block during last 5 years:
Nil.

f)

Future Potential for excavation from the block:
The proposed route of CPEC is supposed to pass near the said block which is expected to
have a positive impact on the demand of the mineral from the said block.

g)

Any unique factor at site of the zone relevant for determining reserved
price:
100% of the base price is being added in the reserve price of the block on the basis of
future expected consumption of aggregate limestone in the dual carriage way road under
the CPEC projects.

PROFILE OF AGGREGATE LIMESTONE BLOCK NO.(3) SITUATED
NEAR JABA NALA, DISTRICT MIANWALI:
a)

Geological Survey, Location of the zone and assessment of mineral in
the block:
The said block falls on Topo Sheet No. 38-P/9 of Survey of Pakistan over an area of
98.34 acres at a distance of about 50 km from Mianwali city along IskandarabadRawalpindi road. The block is carved out in a Nala containing eroded loose material
mainly limestone boulders and conglomerates of different origins.

b)

Quality of the Minerals in the block:
Boulders and conglomerates of different quality of limestone are present in loose form.

c)

Availability of access Road to the block:
The said block is accessible through Iskandabar-Rawalpindi metalled road.

d)

Accessibility to the Market and consumption of the mineral in the
block:
Mostly used as sub base filling material in road construction.

e)

Average excavated quantity of mineral from the block during last 5 years:
Nil.

f)

Future Potential for excavation from the block:
The proposed route of CPEC is supposed to pass near the said block which is expected to
have a positive impact on the demand of the mineral from the said block.

g)

Any unique factor at site of the zone relevant for determining reserved
price:
120% of the base price is being added in the reserve price of the block on the basis of
future expected consumption of aggregate limestone in the dual carriage way road under
the CPEC projects.

